Creating spaces, inhabiting settings
Signage for tourists and equipment for natural environments
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Signage, street furniture and equipment for your surroundings

Security, trust and professionalism
PROARTE is the most complete solution for your need
to prepare any rural or urban setting with a well-cared
for aesthetic, impeccable design and a quality that has
made the company the benchmark in its sector.
We specialize in providing solutions; we define spaces
and customize the surroundings, optimizing our
products at all times to make your investment profitable.
Our company has more than 40 years’ experience,
a great professional track record supported by the
recognition of official bodies and private entities.
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Corners where PROARTE has left its mark

Commitment and quality
Innovative production capacity, a love of nature and the dedication of our team have
made it possible for PROARTE to become today a leading company in its sector.
Our hard work, motivation and know-how have enabled us to reach locations all over
Spain, Portugal and the Principality of Andorra; and we continue with our expansion
process.
Clients and users of our products have been the fundamental pillar enabling and
sustaining the company’s growth. Our commitment to them is top priority in our
commercial policy; we work to satisfy their needs and to make their brand experience as
pleasant as possible.

Effort, constancy, desire to exceed and enthusiasm; our philosophy

Making the difficult easy

At PROARTE, we engage with the projects we participate in and learn from them. We strive to establish and
maintain strong ties with our clients, suppliers and workforce. We have our own personnel and teams in place at
the departments of administration, R&D+I, computing, graphic design, consultancy, manufacturing, installation
and maintenance. A professional team of high-qualified specialists capable of responding and adapting to
any market demand, a motivated and engaged team with the maximum priority of continued innovation and
sustainability.
One of PROARTE’s core principles has always been to offer a high-quality service close to our customers and
with the maximum guarantee.
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We invest in research and technology

PROARTE has a technical team for R&D+I hat is constantly evolving.
Our knowledge of the market and the sector, our experience and track record enable us to have the capacity
needed to take on any project, offering a global vision and solutions that adapt to each client.
We are currently developing and manufacturing new products in our range of signage, street furniture and
accessible equipment, successfully overcoming all quality tests.
Our wager is for specialization and innovation though the practice of responsible sustainability.

Committed to the environment

Following with our work philosophy and good practices in the manufacture of all our products, we
make use of the highest quality raw material to achieve an exclusive guarantee for our clients.
At PROARTE, we can guarantee that the timber we use is PEFC certified to show that the products
are manufactured from wood from forests certified as being managed responsibly and sustainably.

The wood we use is treated with class IV water-soluble salts, TANALITH E 3499, guaranteeing it against any attacks by
insects or wood-eating fungi for a minimum of 10 years. The treatment is applied in an autoclave using innovative and
environmentally-friendly processes ensuring its natural beauty.
* As an additional option, clients can request the manufacture of their products in recycled plastic material.
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Backed by inspection and quality programmes

All products with the PROARTE brand are subjected to rigorous quality assurance control
covering all phases of their production, from the initial design to the installation of the
finished products.
In order to ensure the fulfilment of this commitment, PROARTE holds the international
certificates ISO 9001 for quality management and ISO 14001 for environmental management.

A process ensuring success

We are aware that a product’s quality is fundamental for user satisfaction. That is why we subject them to permanent
inspections to ensure they meet the quality standards required. Our R&D+I department is constantly working to
improve our processes, products and services.

Efficacy from the drawing board to installation

Design
The
engineers
and
architects
study the project or idea, assess its
feasibility and draw up the design of
the product or structure.

Transport and installation
In situ

Maintenance
A maintenance team is in
charge of overseeing the
proper condition of the
products and installations
undertaken by the company,
thus ensuring their quality
and safety.
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A project, an idea ... Our team makes it a reality

Selection of materials
Once the first phase has been completed,
the next step is the selection of the best raw
materials for the manufacture of the items
ordered.

Manufacture

Based on the proposals contained in the design phase and using appropriate
materials, the production teams rolls its sleeves up to get everything ready
within the deadlines agreed.

Manufacturing takes place at our facilities covering more
than 7,000 m2 in a factory equipped with the most modern
and effective technologies.

A setting, a concept; our project
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Signage
Rural and/or urban signage fulfils an essential
function for the use and enjoyment of scenarios:
guide and inform users.
The boom in inland tourism has highlighted the
need to indicate and promote the cultural and
environmental values of the surroundings as a way
to make rural settings more dynamic.
Our team has technical experts in urban signage,
qualified specialists in signposting hiking and
mountain biking routes. We have extensive
experience in the design, signage and equipment
of prepared paths and routes covering any topic:
nature walks, urban paths, cultural, ornithological,
and riding routes, archaeology, ethnography, etc.
»»

Technical advice. Execution of technical
projects, study and design of the route (public
and private paths).

»»

Design and layout of graphic elements,
adaptation and/or development of corporate
images, preparation of texts and contents.

»»

Mapping of projects, generating the final maps
indicating how to arrive and what you will find,
as well as inventory, analytical or summary
maps.

»»

Signage, equipment and installation of beacons.

»»

Production of local guides and promotional
materials.

»»

Installation, maintenance and technical reports.

PROARTE is the national benchmark for the
signposting of BTT routes, paths of tourist interest,
short, long or local hiking routes.

Rural and urban furniture
Any setting can be equipped with high-quality,
resistant constructions without disturbing their
aesthetic.
PROARTE can provide you with an extensive
range of products for equipping and furnishing
sites. The work carried out in the design studio
and in the factory mean that this range is in
constant evolution to obtain ever better results
in terms of both product quality and cost.

Tailor-made projects
Our company specializes
in producing the design
and plans for any structure:
bridges, walkways, beachside
structures, wooden houses,
lookout towers, pergolas,
birdwatching hides, etc.
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Fitting out parks or gardens, fields, beaches or hillsides

Installations and maintenance
All projects require an investment of money and personnel. For this reason, it is necessary to
ensure that the efforts made are not lost or impaired prematurely.
Our company has highly qualified personnel equipped with the latest generation machinery
and technology needed to deal with any installation as efficiently as possible.
Our commitment to quality and satisfaction vis-à-vis our clients drives us to offer a maintenance
service for all the work carried out.

A comprehensive solution for all your spaces

Design, printing and vinyling

The design is a fundamental part of any project;
colours, fonts, media ... everything contributes to
a better interpretation and understanding of the
contents.
PROARTE offers the design, printing and vinyling
of all kinds of graphic elements, providing digital
printing, 3D signs, advertising hoardings, canvases,
posters, etc.
And for the appropriate dissemination of your
project, we offer design and layout services
for promotional materials: leaflets, flyers, local
guides, books and small publications, etc. As well
as the design and programming of web sites and
the implementation of the latest technologies to
facilitate accessibility.

Forestry work and the
conservation of the environment
Forestry work in natural spaces
are fundamental for their correct
conservation. At PROARTE, we
are committed to respecting the
environment and devote special efforts
to its conservation as well as the
recovery of the environmental values of
natural settings.
Our team takes charge of the initial
clearance, preparation and maintenance
of roads, greenways, hiking routes,
natural paths, routes, trails, etc.
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Consultancy

We have appropriate technical equipment and
personnel to perform the following studies:
»»

Development and management of different projects
using geographic information technologies,
such as Municipal Management (LocalGIS,
gvSIGMunicipal),
geomarketing,
geographic
applications in web-mapping environments).
Training courses in free GIS (gv SIG, Kosmo, QGIS,
Sextant), citizens’ participation 2.0. WebMap.

»»

Study, analysis and management of participatory
processes and action plans or strategic plans
at different scales (local, district, provincial,
regional): local agenda 21 initiatives, GDR,
disctrict councils, provincial councils, etc.

»»

Identification and management
assistance and subsidies.

»»

Judicial reports in different specialities: territorial
and urban planning, geographic information
technologies, the environment, socio-economic
and territorial development or the knowledge
society.

of

financial

Transport
PROARTE offers an exclusive
transport service for its clients.
We are aware of the
importance of your order
and the special conditions it
requires. We adapt to your
specific circumstances to fulfil
the deadlines and timings
agreed.

CATALOGUE

Discover what the PROARTE brand
can do for you: an inhabitable setting
that is both welcoming and pleasant,
a scenario inviting you to relax and
enjoy life in direct contact with nature.
You will be able to discover an
extensive range of products in our
catalogue. If you cannot find what you
are looking for, you can contact our
commercial department and explain
your idea to them so that they can
turn it into a reality.
We believe in what we do, we
create unique, sustainable and
environmentally-friendly settings.

Street furniture
and urban media

Monoliths and milestones

City panels

Traffic signals

Displays

Posters

Marquees

Beacons

Arrows

Indoor signage

3D signs

Signage

Signage
Arrows
F-1

Wooden arrow with bas relief engraving

F-2

F-3

Arrow with vinyl printing on dibond

Arrow with vinyl affixed to a resin board

Explanatory direction sign
Network of Tourist Routes in the district of Mancha Júcar-Centro (Albacete)

www.e-proarte.com
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F-4

F-5

PVC or polyethylene arrow with vinyl printing or
bas relief engraving

Picos de Europa

F-6

Arrow with bas relief engraving on a resin board

Define your city

We have available a wide range of vertical signs for city
settings: indicators, posters, banners, gantries ...
Please enquire!

Metal arrow with printing

Signage
Beacons
BZ-1

BZ-3

Round path beacon

BZ-2

Square path beacon

BZ-4

Metal urban beacon

MTB beacon

Other models

We keep a permanent stock of
standardized beacons. If your project
requires special characteristics, please
do not hesitate in consulting us, we can
manufacture any model to measure.

www.e-proarte.com
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Marquees
MR-1

MR-3

Golf marquee

MR-2

Marquee with round posts and printed vinyl

MR-4

Marquee with informative display

Marquee with round posts and printed vinyl

Optional asphalt
roof tile

Signage
MR-5

Marquee for Nature Paths
Informative marquee
Nature path of Tajo

Personalize your project

Our design and innovation team can develop a tailor-made project for you or abide by the stipulations given in any
official signage manual.

Posters
C-1

C-2

Botanical garden

Wooden sign with bas relief engraving

C-3

Sign in resin board with printed vinyl, optional
round or square post

C-4

Sign for Natural Spaces in Castilla La Mancha,
optional wooden or metal post

Sign with printed vinyl on a sheet of aluminium
or dibond

C-5

Sign for Nature Paths

www.e-proarte.com
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C-6

Golf sign

C-7

C-8

Sign for Natural Spaces in Andalusia

Sign in aluminium

Direction indicator with information sign at start of a stage
GR 247 Southern Woodlands Trail, Sierras de Cazorla, Segura y Las Villas Natural Park (Jaén)

Signage
Displays
A-1

Display in laminated wood with bas relief
engraving

A-4

Display with printed vinyl on fibre board, optional
single post

A-2

Display with printed vinyl and aluminium frame

A-3

Display in framed wood, optional round or
square post

A-5

Display for Natural Spaces in Andalusia

A-6

Display for Nature Paths

A-7

Supporting accessibility

We strive to offer adapted or accessible signage: tactile signs
in braille and high relief or the integration of AUDIOHELP
systems.
Signage certified in accordance with UNE standards.

Display with image in braille

www.e-proarte.com
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A-8

A-9

Innovation
Our R&D+I team works
to adopt novel solutions
and
improve
your
products.
Proarte Display

Metal display with direct printing

Informative display
Cádiz

Signage
Traffic signs
ST-1

Wooden sign with bas relief engraving

ST-2

Wooden sign with printing on aluminium or
dibond

ST-3

Metal sign for city traffic

Traffic signs
Child-sized traffic park, Villarrobledo (Albacete)

City panels
PC-1

PC-2

City panel

City panel

PC-3

Drop-forged panel

www.e-proarte.com
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Tailor-made signage

We know how important personalization and differentiation is. That is why we
make your project or design a reality.
Send us your idea and our production team will create it for you.

Monoliths and milestones
Extensive range of monoliths to provide signage and equipment for tourist routes, cities, industrial estates, etc.
Choose your finish: corten steel, stainless steel, aluminium ... Available in different sizes.

Signage
Monoliths and milestones

Dress up your city

We can supply a wide range of urban furniture and signage formats incorporating technology with many
improvements in terms of security, anti-vandalism protection, lighting, opening and closing mechanisms as well as
rotating mechanisms. Please request further information!

3D signs
RO-1

3D signs

www.e-proarte.com
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Indoor signage

Guide visitors around your space
We carry out the study, advice and design of interior spaces: museums, interpretation centres, town halls,
business centres, botanical gardens, trade fairs, etc.
Please consult our commercial department on the different formats and finishes we can offer.

Bollards

Bus stops

Bike stands

Container shelters

Litter bins

Plant pots

Beachside structures

Tables

Benches

Other products

Fountains

Urban furniture

Urban furniture
Benches
B-1

Beatriz bench

B-2

Pine bench

B-3

Nieves bench

Nieves bench
Aresan Winery, Villarrobledo (Albacete)

www.e-proarte.com
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B-4

Children’s bench

B-7

Bilbao bench

B-10

Europe bench

B-5

Villa bench

B-8

Ceryandola bench

B-11

Fundición bench

B-6

Venecia bench

B-9

Diana bench

B-12

Isis bench

B-13

Madrid bench

Perpignan bench
Hotel Vineyards & Winery El Castillo, Villarrobledo (Albacete)

Urban furniture
B-14

B-15

Perpignan bench

Romántico bench

B-17

B-18

B-16

Similar bench

B-19

Artificial stone
Versalles bench

Zénit bench

B-20

Real bench

B-21

Artificial stone
Estrada bench

Decorate your life

B-22

Artificial stone
Soledad bench

Artificial stone
Olmedo bench

Our experience and care in urban furniture design has enabled us to create an extensive range of benches
capable of adapting to the specific conditions of any location and to the most demanding end clients. Aesthetics
and functionality combined to achieve the maximum comfort.

www.e-proarte.com
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Tables

Agua Viva table
Preparation of the Agua Viva reservoir and its surroundings, Almansa (Albacete)

MS-1

MS-2

MS-3

Different thicknesses
Forest table

MS-4

Rustic table

Picnic table

MS-5

Agua Viva table

Sheltered picnic table

Urban furniture
MS-6

MS-7

Artificial stone

Artificial stone
Estrada table

MS-8

Olmedo table

Children’s table

Our product catalogue is in
constant evolution.
Please consult the additional models on
our web site www.e-proarte.com

Preparation of gardens
Villarrobledo (Albacete)

www.e-proarte.com
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Beachside structures

Beachside structures
Gandía beach (Valencia)

Enjoy the beach

We can manufacture any installation to a standard size or tailor it to your needs with materials of the highest
quality and resistance. Please consult our commercial department and we will draw up an exclusive project
just for you.

Urban furniture
Plant pots
J-1

Nieves plant pot

J-2

Beatriz plant pot

J-5

Ana plant pot

J-3

Pepe plant pot

J-6

Pino plant pot

J-4

Jardinera
Paula
plant
Barcelona
pot

J-7

Isabel plant pot

www.e-proarte.com
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J-8

Barcelona plant pot

J-11

J-9

J-10

Claudia plant pot

Cube plant pot

J-12

J-13

Artificial stone
Futura plant pot

Concha plant pot

Artificial stone
Cubic plant pot

Litter bins
PP-1

Formentera litter bin

PP-2

PP-3

Menorca litter bin

Mallorca litter bin

Urban furniture
PP-4

Amg litter bin

PP-7

Salou litter bin

PP-10

PP-5

PP-6

Barcelona litter bin

Ibiza litter bin

PP-8

PP-9

Tenerife litter bin

Tramontana litter bin

PP-11

PP-12

Gustavia litter bin

Montreal litter bin

PP-13

PP-14

Artificial stone
Environmental island litter bin

Litos litter bin

Illescas litter bin

www.e-proarte.com
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Container shelters
CU-1

CU-2

Container shelter with roof

Simple container shelter

CU-3

CU-4

Artificial stone

Artificial stone
Container shelter in artificial stone and wood

Container shelter in artificial stone
Detail of the interior
Simple container shelter

Bike stands
AP-1

Infinite cycle stand

AP-2

City cycle stand

AP-3

Refugio cycle stand

Urban furniture
AP-4

AP-5

6 place cycle stands

Wooden cycle stands (optional square posts)

Bus stops
PA-1

PA-2

Proarte bus stop

P-Arno bus stop

PA-3

PA-4

P-Thames bus stop
Bus stop
Lugo Council

Paris bus stop

www.e-proarte.com
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Bollards
PI-2

PI-1

Wooden bollard

PI-3

Barcelona bollard

PI-6

Ágora bollard

Collapsible wooden bollard

PI-4

Madrid bollard

PI-7

Lyon bollard

PI-5

Fold-away parking-space bollard

PI-8

Pull-up parking-space bollard

Urban furniture
Fountains
FU-1

Castellana drinking fountains

FU-3

Guadiana drinking fountains

FU-5

Romántica drinking fountains
Jacarilla (Alicante)

Vendome drinking fountains

Harmony in your parklands

FU-2

Romántica drinking fountains

FU-4

Duero drinking fountains

FU-6

Minus drinking fountains

We carry out comprehensive projects for the preparation and maintenance of parks, gardens and green areas. We
only work with products of the greatest quality to ensure the durability of our articles and prevent their premature
deterioration.

www.e-proarte.com
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Other products
Showers and footbaths for
beaches
Lampposts

Tree well
gratings

Nesting boxes

Sports
amenities

Speed reducers

Acoustic panels

Imagine
On our web site, you will find the alternatives at your disposal.
The web page is constantly updated to reflect the latest novelties included into our product range.

Wooden huts

Portable toilets

Observation towers

Kiosks

Porches and pergolas

Birdwatching hide

Walkways

Bridges

Barriers

Fences

Heather sunshades

Timber for outdoor use

Healthy training circuits

Sports circuits

Children’s games

Equipment

Equipment
Fences

Pyrenees fence
Preparation of natural space in Sort (Lleida)

VA-1

Pyrenees fence

VA-2

Rus fence

VA-3

Tejana fence

www.e-proarte.com
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VA-4

San Andrés fence

VA-6

Guardamar fence

VA-9

Fence in coloured wood

VA-11

HPL and metal fence

VA-4/1

Diagonal fence

VA-7

Fence for riding centre

VA-5

Garden fence

VA-8

Valencia fence

VA-10

Rope fence

VA-12

Polyethylene fence

VA-13

Lisboa fence

Equipment
Barriers
BS-1

Safety barrier for roads

BS-4

Wooden access barrier

BS-2

Barrier for protecting paths

BS-5

Metal access barrier

BS-3

Barrier for protecting paths -II

BS-6

Imitation-wood metal safety barrier

Barrier for protecting paths
Cabezón de la Sal (Cantabria)

www.e-proarte.com
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Bridges
PU-1

Pedestrian walkway

PU-4

Bridge with round curved posts

PU-2

Square posted bridge

PU-3

Mixed metal-wood pedestrian walkway

Equipment
Walkways
PAS-1

PAS-2

PAS-3

Roda walkway

PAS-4

Gineta walkway

Ruidera walkway

Beach walkway

Also available in recycled plastic
material, concrete or artificial
stone. Consult us!

Elevated pedestrian walkway
Riópar (Albacete)

www.e-proarte.com
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Birdwatching hide
OA-1

Birdwatching hide

Birdwatching hide
Elche (Alicante)

Equipment
Porches and pergolas

Kiosks
KI-1

Hexagonal kiosk

KI-2

Rectangular or square kiosk

KI-3

Hexagonal bar kiosk

www.e-proarte.com
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Observation towers

Observation towers
Gandía beach (Valencia)

Equipment
Portable toilets
BA-1

BA-2

BA-3

Eco duo portable toilet

BA-4

Portable toilet lined in autoclave-treated wood

Wooden huts

Eco individual portable toilet

Eco accessible portable toilet

www.e-proarte.com
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CA-1

Burgos house

CA-4

Vigo house

CA-7

Enma house

CA-10

Wooden post house

CA-2

Europa house

CA-5

Tormes house

CA-8

Kiosk house

CA-11

Jaén house

CA-3

Finlandia house

CA-6

Oriental house

CA-9

Proarte house (tailor-made)

Equipment
Children’s games
JIPM-0517

“Doñana” modular combination

JIPF-0002

“Cock” swinging seat

JIPM-1740

“Baza” swing

JIPF-0016

“Viking ship” swinging seat

JIPM-1613

Baby swing

JIPF-0011

“Horse” swinging seat

JIPM-0693

Complete “Forest XL” children’s game

www.e-proarte.com
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JIPM-0670

Pirate ship

JIPM-0818

Rustic cabin

JIPM-0860

Complete “Tajo” children’s game

JIPM-0807

Game set

JIPM-0866

Complete “Snake” children’s game

JIPM-0766

“Dino” slide

Our range of children’s games comes with UNE EN-1176 certification (the European standard guaranteeing
the safety and quality of children’s play areas).

Sports circuits

Preparation of leisure areas with complete sports circuits, either individual or modular, etc. Consult our
full range at www.e-proarte.com

Equipment
Healthy training circuits and calistenics
CBDP-0650

Wheel

CBDP-0651

Calistenics circuit

CBDP-0652

Tiller

CBDP-0656

Skate

CBDP-0653

Leg stretch

CBDP-0658

Swinging

Parallels

CBDP-0654

Cross-country skiing

CBDP-0659

Waist

www.e-proarte.com
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CBDP-0661

Bicycle

CBDP-0662

Arms flexion

CBDP-0663

Rowing

The bio-health circuits provide the opportunity to exercise in the open air, improving users’ wellbeing and quality
of life. They can be produced in any colour.

Timber for outdoor use

Class IV treated wood for exterior surfaces. We have a large stock of lathed posts available, along with laminated
wood, solid timber, railway sleepers, green sleepers, tropical timber, etc.

Heather sunshades

We define spaces

At PROARTE, we follow the path to contribute to an improvement
in the surroundings and to facilitate contact with nature on the
most suitable conditions of safety and comfort for all users.
Day after day, we strive to adapt our products to the needs of our
clients and users, adapting to an ever more demanding market
in constant evolution. We have specialized in providing speedy
and effective solution, without renouncing the quality that has
made our company the benchmark in the sector, and always
under the undisputable premise of sustainability. That is why we
only work with PEFC certified timber from responsibly managed
forests.
We have the most extensive range of products and services to
equip any rural or urban setting and leave it in ideal shape for
users.
Nowadays the PROARTE brand is a synonym for safety, trust
and guarantee for our clients.

Everything for your setting
Señalización y Equipamiento para Entornos Naturales
Ctra. Nacional 310, km 138-100
02600 Villarrobledo (Albacete)
Tel. +34 967 138 057
Fax. +34 967 137 501

info@e-proarte.com | www.e-proarte.com

